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GMWS’ Very Successful VE Session 

Congratulations Josh - KC1FJY 

& 

Anthony KC1PDP 

April 17 2021 
Green Mountain Wireless Society’s VE Team hosted a session at The Mint in 
Clarendon on April 17, 2021 for two candidates who successfully passed elements 
which awarded Josh ((KC1FJY) an upgrade to General and his friend Anthony a 
ticket as a Technician.  
It was a bit of a cold day and the session was help outside but spirits were high. 
Afterward, club President Forest N1BBQ) gave us a tour of what is happening at 
The Mint. It is interesting to see how they are growing as well. 
 

GMWS members and 

VE’s  

Rick (N1UF);  

Prez Forest (N1BBQ);  

and  

Pete (NJ2VT);  

Ann Mary (AB1CH) 

behind the camera 

Josh (G-KC1FJY) 

Anthony (T-KC1PDP) 

Speaking of Rules! 
Each year around renewal 
time I feel we lose members 
for one reason or another. 
Many people do not realize 
that if they are getting a 
free membership. If you are 
a student, k 

Francis J. D'Auria
SPEAKING OF RULES


Each year around renewal time I feel we lose members for one reason or another.  If you have been getting a new licensee courtesy membership, please renew by 7/1.  Student courtesy memberships end at graduation.
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AY/JUN 2021 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE: 
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600 

kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”  
Note ask for your own copy of the complete ARES Net Control Pre-Amble to follow along   

03 MAY PETE NJ2VT 07 JUNE PETE NJ2VT 

10 MAY Forest N1BBQ 14 JUNE FOREST N1BBQ 

17 MAY Steve W1SFR 21 JUNE STEVE W1SFR 

24 MAY Ann Mary AB1CH 28 JUNE Ann Mary AB1CH 

31 MAY ALT/ VOLUNTEER NEEDED 05 JULY Pete NJ2VT 

    

 

 

 Hi Everyone! I hope everyone has been enjoying this weather, even some of the 

much needed rain. Things sure have greened up quickly. Some of you may have heard, and 

I think Frank W1AD is working on a more detailed blurb, but our repeater is getting some new tricks! We 

will be able to link in stations over the internet via Echolink & AllStar. I'll have more details at our May 

meeting of how it all works.  

 

Last thing I have for you is Field Day. What are peoples thoughts? So far from the survey I sent out with the 

last meeting agenda I have 4 replies and none of those responding are interested or available for a GMWS 

Field Day Operation. I'm game for either way, but if no one is interested in participating / operating a club 

station then I don't think it would be worth my time to try and get the high school location, plan and arrange 

all the logistics etc. I'll be sending the survey out as part of the May meeting email again, so please respond 

one way or another! 

MAY Is traditionally GMWS Annual meeting and OFFICER ELECTION & Pre Field Day Meeting month. 

Please consider stepping up for a position. Even if a position looks filled, you can still apply and make the 

election more interesting.  

That's all i have for now. Thanks, enjoy your Spring. 

73 - N1BBQ - GMWS President          

Prez-Sez 

Forest N1BBQ 

APRIL  2021 

ATT ALL NC OPERATORS: Please send list of your check in’s Callsign & Name to: Prez Forest  N1BBQ - TechieForest@gmail.com  

We are lucky to have a number of Net Control Operators but, we could use a few “Floating” Operators to cover for times 

when regular operators are away or need a break. Please Contact Forest N1BBQ 

Traditionally when a NET falls 

on or near a Holiday it is the 

decision of NC to hold or can-

cel the NET. If there seems to 

be no NC operator anyone can 

pick up and run the net.  

Reason #1 to have your copy! 
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Lobstercon2021! 
July 9, 10 & 11, 2021 Thomas Point Beach & Campground, Brunswick Maine ...Price: $50.00/person  

Campground reservations have been confirmed! The 2021 event will be the 22th year that W1REX has hosted the QRP event at 

TPB&C! The group campsite has been reserved. So, start planning your weekend getaway to Maine!! Plans are in the works for a 

few special activities to make our Covid-19 awakening event very special! An event that you will not want to miss! If you have 

often thought about coming to LobsterCon but never got a round-tuit, you better make this one..... 

New England’s premiere QRP gathering. A weekend of QRP, camping, BBQ & lobster eating, operating, socializing, 

prize winning, all round great QRP/HAM time. The $50.00 registration fee gets you wake-up coffee, juice, cereal, ba-

gels and donuts (if you wake up early enough) and 2 GIANT meals on Saturday: a BBQ lunch and FRESH Maine lobster 

dinner. LobsterCon lobsters are fresh out of the ocean for less than an hour before they go into the pot. YOU CAN TASTE THE 

DIFFERENCE! Pictures of all the fun had by Lobster’conners at previous years events can be found at http://

www.newenglandqrp.org 

Fill out the PDF or WORD Registration form and send it back to QRP-me, via Email or snail mail, to hold your spot at the lobster 

feast. Use Paypal, check or money order to complete the registration. See registration form for details. 

Activities: (Friday afternoon through Sunday morning) 

Friday: Campsite setup and meeting old/new friends (Some people show up earlier) 

No-host dinner Friday night at Taste of Maine??? http://www.tasteofmaine.com/ 

N1RX/W1REX Friday night Stargazing (weather permitting) **************************** 

Partying into the night 

Saturday: Wake-up coffee & donuts Saturday morning *** QRP hobnobbing *** BBQ lunch off grill ***QRP flea market 

*** NT1R/W1REX Lobster feast/banquet *** RAFFLE Prize drawings  

*** QRP music jam...Bring your instruments!!! For a rousing toe-tapping time!!! 

Sunday morning No-host breakfast at Mae’s Restaurant??? 

   Registration includes per person for all meals & activities on Saturday.  

Camping is additional and reservations should be made through Thomas Point Beach & Campground. Do not forget to tell the 

Thomas Point Beach people that you are with the crazy radio gang...2021 Camping fees are $10 per person/night.                   

 *************************************** 

Thomas Point Beach & Campground ... The Group site does not have electricity or hookups. We do run extension cords to the 

closest power pole. Campers requiring electricity will be charged $5 per night. Regular park camping fee camping fee is $32 per 

camping unit /family of 2 adults & 2 children.  It would be best if most camping reservations were made on-line through the TPB 

website. As far as I know, TPB&C will not take any reservations for 2021 until they open in MAY. The camping request is in the 

camping section....OR you can call 1-207-725-6009 

We Advise each camper to include "With LobsterCon" in the Special Needs section so the correct price will be charged to them. 

(NOTE from Rex: if you plan on camping with the main QRP group in the group site, you already have a spot in the GROUP 

campsite when you register with me! The *formal* reservation and payment to TPB&C can be made at 

any time before you come to LobsterCon. Check the TPB&C for the opening date. If you want a regular 

site close to the group site, send Rex an email to let him know. He  will be holding a couple of close 

sites, in reserve, for just that purpose. 

Submitted by Rex K1REX 

Email: TunaKits@gmail.com 

QRPMe.com 
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                                                   Green Mountain Wireless Society 
                                               Regular meeting minutes 13 APRIL 2021 
      Held Online via Zoom 
 
March Meeting Minutes - approved 
 
Treasurer Report - We are Solvent 
 
VP Report - No Report 
Secretary Report - THE CLUB IS STILL IN NEED OF A SECRETARY. THE JOB INCLUDES TRANSCRIBING 
MEETING MINUTES FROM A RECORDED SESSION. NO EXPERIENCE OR ANYTHING FANCY OR NEEDED. 
HELP WITH EDITING IS AVAILABLE THROUGH KEY KLICKS. AND FOREST IS A GREAT RESOURCE!! (Ed 
note) Please at least give it a try! TY. 
 
VE Session Discussion - 2 candidates registered, location will be at the MINT Makerspace, April 17th @ 5:30pm. 
 
Anyone needing to keep their VE credentials current welcome to stop by (Needs to be done at least once every 5 years) 
 
Repeater Discussion - More discussion of antenna tower / pole, May 1st work day to work on adding AllStar node to 
controller exact time TBD 
 
Field Day - Who is interested, sent out survey to find out plans, Location; RHS may be a possibility this year according 
to state guidance. 
 
Future Meetings - Possibly moving to hybrid meetings (In person and zoom) after July? Something to consider. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by Forest N1BBQ 

Green Mountain Wireless Society  Minutes  

United States a Country in North America.  

The U.S. is a country of 50 states covering a vast swath of North America, with Alaska in the 

northwest and Hawaii extending the nation’s presence into the Pacific Ocean. Major Atlan-

tic Coast cities are New York, a global finance and culture center, and capital Washington, 

DC. Midwestern metropolis Chicago is known for influential architecture and on the west 

coast, Los Angeles' Hollywood is famed for filmmaking. ― Google 

Memorial Day -- Mon, May 31, 2021 
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This split image shows the difference 

between an active Sun during solar max-

imum (on the left, captured in April 

2014) and a quiet Sun during solar mini-

mum (on the right, captured in Decem-

ber 2019). December 2019 marks the 

beginning of Solar Cycle 25, and the 

Sun’s activity will once again ramp up 

until solar maximum, predicted for 

2025. 

Credits: NASA/SDO 

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/solar

-cycle-25-is-here-nasa-noaa-scientists-

explain-what-that-means 

Solar  

Cycle - 25 

Solar Cycle 25 has begun. During a media event on Tues-

day, experts from NASA and the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) discussed their 

analysis and predictions about the new solar cycle – and 

how the coming upswing in space weather will impact our 

lives and technology on Earth, as well as astronauts in 

space. 

The Solar Cycle 25 Prediction Panel, an international 

group of experts co-sponsored by NASA and NOAA, an-

nounced that solar minimum occurred in December 2019, 

marking the start of a new solar cycle. Because our Sun is 

so variable, it can take months after the fact to declare this 

event. Scientists use sunspots to track solar cycle progress; 

the dark blotches on the Sun are associated with solar ac-

tivity, often as the origins for giant explosions – such as 

solar flares or coronal mass ejections – which can spew 

light, energy, and solar material into space.  

“As we emerge from solar minimum and approach Cycle 

25’s maximum, it is important to remember solar activity 

never stops; it changes form as the pendulum swings,” said 

Lika Guhathakurta, solar scientist at the Heliophysics Di-

vision at NASA Headquarters in Washington.  

NASA and NOAA, along with the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency and other federal agencies and de-

partments, work together on the National Space Weather 

Strategy and Action Plan to enhance space weather prepar-

edness and protect the nation from space weather hazards. 

NOAA provides space weather predictions and satellites to 

monitor space weather in real time; NASA is the nation’s 

research arm, helping improve our understanding of near-

Earth space, and ultimately, forecasting models.  

Space weather predictions are also critical for support-

ing Artemis program spacecraft and astronauts. Surveying 

this space environment is the first step to understanding 

and mitigating astronaut exposure to space radiation. The 

first two science investigations to be conducted from the 

Gateway will study space weather and monitor the radia-

tion environment in lunar orbit. Scientists are working on 

predictive models so they can one day forecast space 

weather much like meteorologists forecast weather on 

Earth.  

“There is no bad weather, just bad preparation,” said Jake 

Bleacher, chief scientist for NASA’s Human Exploration 

and Operations Mission Directorate at the agency’s Head-

quarters. “Space weather is what it is – our job is to pre-

pare.”  

Understanding the cycles of the Sun is one part of that 

preparation. To determine the start of a new solar cycle, 

the prediction panel consulted monthly data on sunspots 

from the World Data Center for the Sunspot Index and 

Long-term Solar Observations, located at the Royal Obser-

vatory of Belgium in Brussels, which tracks sunspots and 

pinpoints the solar cycle’s highs and lows.  

“We keep a detailed record of the few tiny sunspots that 

mark the onset and rise of the new cycle,” said Frédéric 

Clette, the center’s director and one of the prediction pan-

elists. “These are the diminutive heralds of future giant 

solar fireworks. It is only by tracking the general trend 

over many months that we can determine the tipping point 

between two cycles.”  

With solar minimum behind us, scientists expect the Sun’s 

activity to ramp up toward the next predicted maximum in 

July 2025. Doug Biesecker, panel co-chair and solar physi-

cist at NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) 

in Boulder, Colorado, said Solar Cycle 25 is anticipated to 

be as strong as the last 
Cycle 25 Continued Pg #6 

https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/solar-cycle-25-is-here-nasa-noaa-scientists-explain-what-that-means
https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/solar-cycle-25-is-here-nasa-noaa-scientists-explain-what-that-means
https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/solar-cycle-25-is-here-nasa-noaa-scientists-explain-what-that-means
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Green Mountain Wireless Society  
2021 Membership Application 
 
 
Membership Information:  
Name: ___________________________________________________Date Submitted: 

_____________ 
  
Call Sign: ____________________________ Class: ___________ 
 
Email Address: ______________________________________________________________  
 
Mailing Address: ____________________________________________________________  
 
City: _____________________ State: ____________________ Zip: ________________  
 
GMWS Member Since: __________ Phone: ________________ ARRL Member? (Yes / No)  
 

Key Klicks Newsletter: As a paying member of GMWS you qualify  to receive our Member Newsletter Key Klicks. We 

currently only offer electronic/E-mail delivery . By only having electronic subscriptions your entire membership will go to-
wards support of the club. Thus, please make sure we have an accurate listing of your email address. 
 Dues: Annual memberships are $20. Memberships expire June 30 of each calendar year regardless of application date. 
Membership dollars go towards the support of club activities including Field Day. Repeater donations are also welcome and 
are expected of repeater users.  
Membership Dues: $20.00     Repeater Donation: $___________  TOTAL ENCLOSED: $___________  Thank You! 
Please complete and bring this and your dues to the next meeting or mail to: GMWS P.O. BOX 84 RUTLAND, VT 05702  
Thank you for supporting Amateur Radio in the Rutland/Killington area  

Suggest what would you like to see done, added to or subtracted form GMWS ____________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Case sensitive link can be followed or typed into your search engine for a link to application;  https://bit.ly/3nDDZrl     

 

 

 

solar cycle, 

which was 

a below-average cycle, but not without risk.  

“Just because it’s a below-average solar cycle, doesn’t 

mean there is no risk of extreme space weather,” Biesecker 

said. “The Sun’s impact on our daily lives is real and is 

there. SWPC is staffed 24/7, 365 days a year because the 

Sun is always capable of giving us something to forecast.”   

Elsayed Talaat, director of Office of Projects, Planning, 

and Analysis for NOAA’s Satellite and Information Ser-

vice in Silver Spring, Maryland, described the nation’s 

recent progress on the Space Weather Action Plan as well 

as on upcoming developments, including NOAA’s Space 

Weather Follow-On L-1 observatory, which launches in 

2024, before Solar Cycle 25’s predicted peak.  

“Just as NOAA’s National Weather Service makes us a 

weather-ready nation, what we’re driving to be is a space 

weather-ready nation,” Talaat said. “This is an effort en-

compassing 24 agencies across the government, and it has 

transformed space weather from a research perspective to 

operational knowledge.” 

For more information on NASA programs and activi-

ties, visit: https://www.nasa.gov 

Solar Cycle 25 Continued from Pg #5 

https://bit.ly/3nDDZrl
visit:%20https://www.nasa.gov
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Allstar and EchoLink nodes now operational on the W1GMW 
Boardman Hill repeater 

 As recently  reported in Key Klicks and demonstrated on the GMWS Boardman Hill 147.045 repeater, the system has been up-

graded to include an internet connection with linking capability. For now, the system is in test mode but is available to users who 

wish to remotely link to the repeater.  But, what is AllStar?  There are almost 20,000 nodes world-wide, You can see a list by going 

to AllstarLink.org .  "AllStarLink is a network of Amateur Radio repeaters, remote base stations and hot spots accessible to each 

other via Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). AllStarLink runs on a dedicated computer (including the Rasperry Pi) that you host at 

your home, radio site or computer center. It is based on the open source Asterisk PBX running our app_rpt application. App_rpt 

makes Asterisk a powerful system capable of controlling one or more radios. It provides linking of these radio "nodes" to other 

systems of similar construction anywhere in the world via VoIP. 

"AllStarLink's primary use a dedicated computer node wired to your repeater or radio. Connections from Echolink, other VoIP 

clients and telephone calls are supported. "AllStarLink has 22,293 users and 19,698 nodes." 

In order to accomplish the linking, an interface to our SCOM controller was purchased and then attached to a cell tower hot 

spot.  This provided the needed internet access.  The interface is assigned a node number (525965).  A remote user would use 

their local access code and then node number to connect to the 147.045 repeater.  The remote user would hear the “045” activity 

and the “045” would repeat anything coming over the link.  The “045” user will hear a different courtesy beep if the station is 

coming in via the internet. 

Currently, while in the test mode, the access out to the internet from the “045” is disabled.  The repeater will be accepting in-

bound calls only.  

For remote users:  the node is #525965.  Or, if you prefer to link via the Echo-Link system use WG1Q-R.   

EchoLink is another internet protocol available to amateur radio operators.  Collaboration between networks allows registered 

EchoLink users to also access the “045” repeater.  Connect to WG1Q-R on the EchoLink system and you will also have access to all 

the features described above.  

A few words of caution:  If you are an AllStar user please, as a courtesy to other system users, disconnect yourself from all other 

nodes before connecting to the “.045” repeater.   The method of connecting/disconnecting will vary by your method of ac-

cess.   Use the AllStarLink.org page to find resources if you wish to access the repeater remotely.  There are many options includ-

ing small ¼ watt RF units connected to a Raspberry Pi with appropriate software and internet access, Android or iPhone apps and 

even VoIP phones.   

Thanks to Forest, N1BBQ and Scott, W1SBW for the time effort and resources applied to this effort.  Be sure to support 

the repeater system by donating when you send in your membership dues this month. 

Respectfully compiled and submitted by: Frank (W1AD) 

 
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) 

voIP is a technology that allows you to make voice calls using a broad-

band Internet connection instead of a regular (or analog) phone line. 

 The Thrill of It All Had to Start Somewhere! In his own words... “Still, tapping into 

the ARPANET to fetch a shaver across international lines was a bit like being a stowa-

way on an aircraft carrier. The ARPANET was an official federal research facility, 

after all, and not something to be toyed with. Kleinrock had the feeling that the stunt 

he'd pulled was slightly out of bounds. 'It was a thrill. I felt I was stretching the Net'. – 

"Where Wizards Stay Up Late: The Origins of the Internet", Chapter 7. 
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PO BOX 84 

Rutland VT 05702 

Mark Your Calendar ~Nets: 
Every Monday:  

gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm  
-------------- 

GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM  

Every Sunday:  
Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am 
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm 

(all times are local) 
 
Upcoming VE Sessions:  
Burlington area ve  ralph kd1r 802-878-6454 
GMWS  contact tim wa1vt … timabraham@gmail.com 

or Forest N1BBQ --  TechieForest@gmail.com 
 

 NEXT REGULAR GMWS  
MEETING  

TUESDAY MAY 12 @ 7:00PM  
ZOOM CHECK FOR GROUP E-MAIL LIST...  

TALK-IN 147.045 T -`100 

https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-
Society-741253585940162/  

 
 

KEY KLICK’s: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY MAY 2021 

ON FACEBOOK https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/  On the Web at:  www.gmws.net 

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!  

Rex K1REX; Frank, W1AD; PeteNJ2VT; Forest, N1BBQ;  

Time to Renew GMWS Membership! 

https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/
http://www.gmws.net

